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Abstract 

As the Deep web (or Hidden web) information is hidden behind the search query forms, this information can 
only be accessed by interacting with these forms. Therefore, development of automated system that interacts 
with the search forms and extracts the hidden web pages would be of great value to human users. To accomplish 
this task stated above, this paper proposes a novel method “Deep Webpage Classification and Extraction” which 
classifies the websites into appropriate domain, extracts their query interfaces and retrieves all result pages of 
deep websites using query building system. 
Keywords: Deep Web, Search query interface, Query processors, Crawler. 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

Mining information from the Web and identifying relevant resources which match a query is studied in the field 
of Information Retrieval (IR)[1]. Today, it is impossible to imagine the Web without search engines. However, 
traditional search engines too have some limitations like they only returns the result pages that are already 
gathered and pre-processed by crawlers. This technique is efficient for the static web pages, which remain same 
for longer periods of time. 
Let’s suppose a user wants to buy a property. He/She fills the search box of search engine with “buy property”. 
Search engine will return the result page containing result indexes as shown in figure 1.1 
User has to open the link one by one and then he has to fill the search form of each and can get the result. But 
after getting these result pages, he has to analyze the page for his requirement. This shows that data actually 
resides inside the databases but it is not surfaced by the search engine. This means the result pages are not yet 
crawled by the web crawler. The paper has been organized as follows: The second section of this paper has 
proposed work in which the proposed architecture of  DWCE  and its working is described where a website 
classifier classifies the web pages into appropriate domain category and discards the surface web pages.  

  

Fig 1.1: Google result page for query ”buy property” 
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After collecting the domain specific pages, system will extract all the search query interfaces and then choose 
the interface with maximum number of fields. This interface becomes the base interface and user has to fill only 
this interface. This design is capable of extracting the result pages efficiently and accurately. Experiment and 
results are included in third section. Section 4 draws the conclusion and describes the future research. 
2. PROPOSED WORK: 

Search query interfaces and dynamically generated pages are helpful to users because users can get the desired 
information they want. However, it is really tiresome task for users to visit all the hidden web sites for the same 
domain and fill out different forms provided by each site. There is a need to develop a technique that can 
automatically fills the search interfaces of all the Deep websites and displays the result pages[16].The complete 
architecture of a Deep Webpage Classification and Extraction is shown in figure 2.1. 

 

Fig 2.1: Architecture of DWCE 
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2.1 Website Classifier: 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Algorithm web_classifier(URL list) 
  
Step1. Pick one by one URL from URL list 

2. Check for string for the “http:” in URL.  
If (present) then 

{“URL is valid “}; 
 Else  

{“URL is invalid “}; 
      3. Download the source code and save. 

4. check the source code for tag <form> and </form>              // Form analyses 
If (present) then  

{“Site is Deep Website”}; 
Else  
{ “ Site is Surface Website”}.   

5. Collect list of URLs i.e list of Deep web sites. 
 

Fig 2.2: Algorithm for website classifier 

Predetermined URL list is given as input to Website classifier module. This module checks for http string in 
URL. If it is present then it is valid URL otherwise it cannot be opened. For valid URLs, module will download 
the source code. Since query interfaces will have <form> and</form> tags in the source code, this module will 
check for these tags in the code and classifies the sites according to that.  
2.2 Learning Process: 

Learning process starts by training next classifier i.e Domain Specific website classifier for domain specific 
properties. Now, Domain specific website classifier classifies the websites by looking at these features which 
will be discussed in next section. 
2.3 Domain Specific Website Classifier:  
This classifier classifies all Deep web sites into appropriate domains( Car, Real Estate, Shopping).Algorithm for 
this classifier is shown in figure 2.3. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Algorithm Domian_spec_classifier(URL list) 
  
Step1. Pick one by one URL from URL list 

2. String meta= Download the source code and save. 
3. check the source code for attributes for all domains  // Feature analyses 

if (meta.Contains("new cars") || meta.Contains("used cars") || meta.Contains("car prices")  || 
meta.Contains("compare cars")) then  
    (“Add URL to Domain :Car”); 
else if (meta.Contains("property") || meta.Contains("properties") || meta.Contains("real  estate") || 
meta.Contains("india property") || meta.Contains("rent property")) then  

                (“Add URL to Domain :Real Estate”); 
else if (meta.Contains("online Shopping") || meta.Contains("india") || meta.Contains("electronics") || 
meta.Contains("clothing") || meta.Contains("mobile phones") || meta.Contains("digital cameras")) then 
    (“Add URL to Domain :Shopping”); 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
Fig 2.3: Algorithm for Domain Specific Website Classifier 
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2.4 Interface Extractor: 

This component collects all interfaces of particular domain in repository. After selecting the particular domain, 
this extractor chooses the interface that contains maximum number of fields. This interface becomes the base 
interface and user has to fill only this interface. 

2.5 User Interaction:  

From all the interfaces for each domain, Base interface has been chosen which is the interface that contains 
maximum number of attributes. Users can enter their queries in this search form and the values for each field are 
provided to Query processor module The query is processed by Query processor and relevant results returned 
thereof are provided to the user. 

2.6 Query Processor 

When user fills the Base interface form with his/her query, Query Processor processes this query, forms the 
query string URL and then submits the form to find the result page. Algorithm for query processing is shown in 
figure 2.4. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Algorithm query_process (URL list) 
  
Step1. Pick one by one URL from URL list 

2. Extract the values of all text boxes T1,T2, T3,….. 

3. Append URLs with the values of these text boxes   

// URL/T1/T2/T3/…… 

4. Submit URL. 

5. Get the result pages. 

Fig 2.4: Query Processing algorithm 

3. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS : 
 

This prototype is implemented on deep websites of real estate domain and results are shown below.   
3.1 Website Classifier – It automatically classifies the websites into Deep web sites  and Surface web sites. 
 

 
Fig 3.1: Website Classifier 
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3.2 Interface Extractor and Base interface formation –  

 

Fig 3.2: Base Interface 

3.3  Query Processor 

When user fills the Base interface form with his/her query, Query Processor processes this query, forms the 
query string URL and then submits the form to find the result page. 

 

   Fig 3.3: result pages from Live Deep websites after filling base interface form 

4. CONCLUSION  AND FUTURE SCOPE: 

Deep Web data extraction is a major challenge nowadays. Because of inability of current crawler to interact 
with deep websites, traditional search engine has now become an ineffective way to search this kind of data. In 
this paper, an automatic and domain dependent prototype system is proposed. It automatically classifies the 
websites into Deep web sites and Surface web sites. The Graphical user interface is designed for user interaction 
where the user can fill the query in the form and find the desired result pages. Although this system extracts the 
web pages from various deep websites successfully, this work could be extended in near future for more 
domains and deep web directory or deep web search engine can be made. 
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